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2 of 2 review helpful Red Rock Mysteries By Mom2sweetp Our son LOVES this series He talks about it constantly He 
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s 12 but has been reading these books for the last 2 years over and over again Very exciting Christian series for tweens 
Life changing decisions are made in this series and it teaches tweens how to rely on God throughout everything they 
go thru 0 of 1 review helpful Five Stars Bryce and Ashley Timberline are normal 13 year old twins except for one 
thing they discover action packed mystery wherever they go Whether it s tracking down a missing groom or 
uncovering a drug dealing ring Bryce and Ashley never lose their taste for adventure Wanting to get to the bottom of 
any mystery these twins find themselves on a nonstop search for the truth From the Back Cover An unfamiliar car runs 
Bryce off a back road He and Ashley discover a secret that puts them in a race against time to save lives Will they be 
able to get help without becoming victims themselves Bryce and Ashley Timberline are normal 13 
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mars is the fourth planet from the sun and the second smallest planet in the solar system after mercury named after the 
roman god of war it is often referred to as  i dont know if youve ever played this simple game called rock paper 
scissors but one aspect of it the paper beats rock part is infinitely confusing and  summary chapter 1 my escape to 
quot;new lifequot; quot;train up a child in the way he should go and when he is old he will not depart from itquot; 
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